


Traditionally, ancient Korean folks made

「Gwi-myeon-wa (Yong-myeon-wa) : normally 

called “Do ggae bi* Ki-wa”」and hung at 

the both ends of roof tiles for the purpose 

of placing a stronger spirit to chase away 

evil spirits. 

The Do ggae bi on the Gwi-myeon-wa,  unlike 

its grotesque looks, has a distinct humane 

and humorous characteristic. 

Do ggae bi is Korea's own unique mythical 

being referred as a ghost, a monster or a 

god, similar to the hob-goblin from Western 

culture.
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ZI:SIN are the Twelve Guardians assigned to protect twelve directions. They serve 

protection to the world against evil forces from 12 directions at all times. Whenever god 

is on duty for wiping out the demons or cleansing the plague, ZI:SIN will be the commanders 

who would lead god’s army, roaming on the battlefield, bringing up and dispersing wind 

and rain, and their unique ability of transformation would scare off and prevent demons 

entering into our world. Although they are in human forms but each of them wears mythical 

creature helmet and carries their own weapons on the sacred battlefield.

GALLUS is a messenger of light that is as 

bright as the sun. The demons from the 

dark side would not hesitate to disappear 

right away when they see the bright light 

and hear the roaring sound from GALLUS. 

The splendid pointed helmet also enables 

GALLUS to possess the power to foresee 

the upcoming events.

CANIS is a guider with loyalty and reliability. 

It faithfully protects god and stays alert at 

all times no matter where it is. Whenever 

a demon approaches it would immediately 

manage to suppress the enemy at once. 

When god is about to battle the evil forces 

of the world, CANIS would stand in the 

front line of the 12 troops and lead god’s 

army as a spearhead.
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* Do ggae bi : Do ggae bi is Korea's own unique  

   ghost, monster or a god, similar to the  hob-goblin

   from Western culture.


